**Accepted Electives in the English Department**

### Professional Electives in English

- *Ingl 3056*: Introduction to the Communication Process
- *Ingl 3191*: Conversational English
- *Ingl 3238*: Creative Writing
- *Ingl 3250*: Public Speaking
- *Ingl 3268*: Writing for the Communications Media
- *Ingl 3276*: Introduction to Literature: Short Story
- *Ingl 3277*: Introduction to Literature: The Novel
- *Ingl 3278*: Introduction to Literature: Drama
- *Ingl 3279*: Introduction to Literature: Poetry
- *Ingl 3300*: Studies in Literature and Language
- *Ingl 3305*: Modern American Literature
- *Ingl 3306*: Modern British Literature
- *Ingl 3312*: The Novel in English Literature
- *Ingl 3317*: The Novel in American Literature
- *Ingl 3318*: Literature of the English Speaking
- *Ingl 3323*: Modern Drama in English since 1890
- *Ingl 3325*: Modern Poetry
- *Ingl 3326*: Literature of Minorities in the United States
- *Ingl 3345*: Topics in Cinema
- *Ingl 4000*: English Literature of the 17th Century
- *Ingl 4008*: Creative Nonfiction Writing
- *Ingl 4009*: Literature of the English Renaissance
- *Ingl 4017*: The Romantic Movement
- *Ingl 4025*: Shakespeare
- *Ingl 4026*: Sociolinguistics
- *Ingl 4027*: Old and Middle English
- *Ingl 4028*: Research and Writing in Language and Linguistics
- *Ingl 4030*: Research and Writing in Literature
- *Ingl 4047*: English Phonology
- *Ingl 4075*: Psycholinguistics
- *Ingl 4095*: The Victorian Period
- *Ingl 4097*: English Language of the 18th Century
- *Ingl 4107*: Rhetorical Theory
- *Ingl 4108*: Advanced Technical Communication
- *Ingl 4125*: Introduction to Semantics
- *Ingl 4205*: Morphology and Syntax
- *Ingl 4206*: The Structure of English
- *Ingl 4208*: History of the English Language
- *Ingl 4316*: American Romanticism
- *Ingl 4317*: American Realism
- *Ingl 5009*: Contrastive Grammar
- *Ingl 5010*: Perspectives on Teaching English as a second language
- *Ingl 5015*: English and American Literary Criticism
- *Ingl 5025*: Current Approaches in Linguistic Theory

### Electives in Science

- **ASTR 3005**: Descriptive Astronomy
- **ASTR 3006**: Technical Astronomy
- **CIET 3011**: History of France
- **CIET 3012**: History of Spain
- **CIET 3013**: History of the Antilles
- **CIET 3014**: History of the Caribbean
- **CIET 3015**: History of the United States
- **CIET 3016**: History of the Modern World
- **CIET 3017**: History of Latin America
- **CIET 3018**: History of the World

### Recommended Electives by Department:

#### Social Sciences

- **ANTR 3005**: Intro to Cultural Anthropology
- **ANTR 3015**: Intro to Physical Anthropology
- **CIPO 3011**: Principle of Political Science
- **CIPO 3025**: Government of the USA
- **CIPO 3035**: Government of PR
- **CIPO 3045**: International Organization & Administration
- **CIPO 3065**: International Relations
- **CIPO 3175**: Introduction to Law
- **CIPO 4016**: Government and Politics
- **CIPO 4025**: Public Opinion
- **CIPO 4045**: Elements of Public Administration
- **CIPO 4065**: International Law
- **CISO 4036**: Psycho-Social Aspects of Gender
- **GEOG 3155**: Human Geography
- **HIST 3091-3092**: History of France
- **HIST 3111-3112**: History of USA
- **HIST 3141-3142**: History of Spain I & II
- **HIST 3201-3202**: History of the Modern World I & II
- **HIST 3211**: History of Latin America
- **HIST 3221**: History of the Antilles
- **HIST 3185**: El Mundo Medieval

#### Economics

- **ECON 3021**: Principles of Economics Microeconomics
- **ECON 3022**: Principles of Economics Macroeconomics
- **ECON 3085**: Economic and Social Development of PR
- **ECON 3086**: Contemporary Problems of PR Economy
- **ECON 3095**: Securities Markets
- **ECON 4006**: Business Cycles
- **ECON 4008**: Uncertainty Economics
- **ECON 4015**: Economic Development
- **ECON 4016**: Managerial Economics
- **ECON 4025**: Money and Banking
- **ECON 4027**: Transportation Economics
- **ECON 4028**: Economics of Natural Resources
- **ECON 4037**: Urban Economic
- **ECON 4038**: Ecological Economics
- **ECON 4045**: Comparative Economic Systems
- **ECON 4055**: History of Economic Thought
- **ECON 4056**: Environmental Economics
- **ECON 4065**: Economics of the Public Sector & Fiscal Policy
- **ECON 4085**: International Economics
- **ECON 4185**: Economic Problems of Latin America
- **ECON 4196**: Economics of Industrial Organization
- **ECON 4225**: Labor Economics

#### Hispanic Studies

- **ESPA 3208**: Composition
- **ESPA 3211-3212**: Introduction to Spanish Literature
- **ESPA 3315**: Women and Writing in Hispanic America
- **ESPA 4007**: Fiction in Puerto Rican Literature
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The Child and his Social Milieu

Humansities

CINE 4001 – History of Film until 1950
CINE 4002 – History of Film from 1950
CINE 4005 – Film Theory

Division of Continuing Education

EDES 4006 - Nature and Needs of Exceptional Learners
EDFU 3001-3002 - Human Growth & Development I & II
EDFU 3007 - Social Foundations of Education
EDFU 3017 - Apprenticeship Evaluation
EDPE 4245 - Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of English in Secondary School
EDPE 4246 - Student Teaching of English in Secondary

Humanities

ALEM 3041- 3042 - German I-II
ALEM 3043-3044- German III-IV
ARTE 3121 - Drawing
ARTE 3122 - Painting
ARTE 3131 - Perspective in Art
*ARTE 3132 - Color
ARTE 3141-3142 - Design Workshop
ARTE 3276 - Art Appreciation
*ARTE 3531 - Microcomputers in the Visual Arts
ARTE 4995 - Special Topics
FILO 3001- Intro. to Philosophy: Major Questions
FILO 3002- Intro. to Philosophy: Historical Approach
FILO 3175 - Philosophy of History
FILO 3178- Business Ethics I
FILO 4125 - Philosophy of Law
FILO 4148- Philosophy of Marxism
*FILO 4995- Special Topics in Philosophy
FRAN 3141-3142- French I & II
*FRAN 3143-3144- French III & IV
*FRAN 3151- Business Ethics I
*FRAN 3155- Conversation I
HUMA 3115 - European Study Tour
HUMA 3271- The Bible as a Literary and Historical Document: The Old Testament
HUMA 3272- The Bible as a Literary and Historical Document: The New Testament

Physical Education

EDFI 3395 - The teaching of Physical Education in Elementary and Secondary Schools
EDFI 3465- Personal and Community Health
EDFI 3665- Deportes Recreativos

Business Administration

ADMI 3007- Introduction to Computer Data Processing
ADMI 3155 – Creativity and Entrepreneurial Innovation
CISE 3049- Keyboarding
CONT 3005-3006- Elementary Accounting I & II
*CONT 4006- Managerial Accounting
ESOR 4006- Principles of Management
*ESOR 4008- Introduction to Personnel Administration and Industrial Relations

Nursing

ENFE 3305- Introduction to Nursing

Agricultural Economics

ECAG 3005- Principles of Agricultural Economic Analysis
ECAG 3015- Agricultural Law

Animal Industry

INPE 3005- Fundamentals of Animal Science

Dean of Academic Affairs

INTD 4995 – Institutional COOP Plan
ROTC Program
ESAE 3002 - The Air Force Today
ESAE 3011 - The Air Force Way
ESAE 3012 - The Air Force Way
ESAE 4011 - Preparation for Active Duty

* Please check the Undergraduate Catalogue for prerequisites or co requisites.
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